play

PLAY WITH DEDON
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck & Eugeni Quitllet | Item code: 403101 | Weight 4,8 kg /11 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft
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Measurements

57
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cm
inch

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now
available in 4 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck- designed tables
and more.
Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die - cast plastic seat and
an optional die - cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die - cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber Standard

522
Stone
& chalk

516
carbon
& chalk

Additional Items

Cover

56400001000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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PLAY WITH DEDON
Armchair

Design by Philippe Starck & Eugeni Quitllet | Item code: 402101 | Weight 4,8 kg /11 lbs | Volume 0,24 m³/8 cu ft
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Measurements

57

52

cm
inch

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now
available in 4 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck- designed tables
and more.
Armchair: This stackable armchair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die - cast plastic seat and
an optional die - cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die - cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber Standard

519
platinum
& titanium

521
chalk
& platinum

Additional Items

Cover

56400001000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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PLAY WITH DEDON
Side chair, injected polymer + fiber

Design by Philippe Starck & Eugeni Quitllet | Item code: 403003 | Weight 4,2 kg /10 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/ 7 cu ft
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Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now
available in 4 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck- designed tables
and more.
Side chair: This stackable side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die - cast plastic seat
and an optional die - cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die - cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber Standard

522
Stone
& chalk

516
carbon
& chalk

Additional Items

Cover

56400003000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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PLAY WITH DEDON
Side chair, injected polymer + fiber

Design by Philippe Starck & Eugeni Quitllet | Item code: 402003 | Weight 4,2 kg /10 lbs | Volume 0,2 m³/ 7 cu ft
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Measurements

48
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inch

Collection: Philippe Starck and DEDON made design history with the launch of PLAY, a new concept in furniture that
puts unprecedented freedom of choice in the hands of consumers. And while the original, iconic PLAY chair is now
available in 4 fabulous variations, the PLAY concept itself has inspired an array of innovative, Starck- designed tables
and more.
Side chair: This stackable side chair features an injection-moulded polypropylene frame with a die - cast plastic seat
and an optional die - cast plastic backrest. It combines high design with everyday practicality.
Frame: Polypropylene frame and die - cast plastic seat
Characteristics: Innovative, iconic, democratic, versatile, practical, durable
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.

Fiber Standard

519
platinum
& titanium

521
chalk
& platinum

Additional Items

Cover

56400003000

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
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